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422  | FALL PROTECTION

TURBOLITE™ PERSONAL FALL LIMITER                            

Compact and lightweight—less than 2 lb—this limiter is also 
cost-effective, because workers will no longer need to “switch-out” 
equipment to maintain a safe fall distance. Features include abrasion-
resistant webbing; high-strength, impact-resistant nylon housings; 
and built-in swivels that prevent lifelines from twisting. Single leg 
with steel twist-lock carabiner and locking snap hook. Meets OSHA 
1910.66 and 1926.502, and ANSI A10.32. 400 lb capacity. 6'.

Part No Description
MFL1Z76FTHW Turbolite Limiter

ARCSAFE® SHOCK-ABSORBING 
LANYARDS
Made for use where risk of an electrical arc flash exists, these lanyards 
feature sewn hitch loops for harness attachment and are constructed 
of nylon webbing with a shock-absorbing pack that uses a tear-tape 
design to keep fall arrest forces below acceptable limits. Meets OSHA 
1910.66 and 1926.502, ANSI A10.32 and Z359.13, and ASTM 
F887. 310 lb capacity. 6'. Yellow. 

Part No Description
10107200MSA ArcSafe Lanyard, Single Leg w/ Locking Snap Hook
10107201MSA ArcSafe Lanyard, Twin Leg w/ Locking Snap Hooks

TWIN TURBO™ PERSONAL FALL LIMITER
Easy-to-use, this limiter offers increased versatility with freedom of 
movement. Its innovative design connects to the back D-ring of any fall 
protection harness, adapting two TurboLite™ PFLs for 100% tie-off. Its 
swivel action also allows for smooth webbing payout. And it comes with 
twin legs and locking snap hooks. Meets OSHA 1910.66 and 1926.502, 
and ANSI A10.32. 400 lb capacity. 6'.

Part No Description
MFLB4Z76FTHW Twin Turbo Limiter

10107201MSA

MFL1Z76FTHW

MFLB4Z76FTHW

THERMATEK® ENERGY-ABSORBING 
LANYARDS
Specially designed for high-heat applications, these lanyards feature 
Kevlar®/Nomex® protective covers over their energy absorbers as 
well as Kevlar back-up straps inside their energy-absorbing pouches. 
They also connect the back D-ring of MSA full-body harnesses to 
a qualified anchorage and anchorage connector. And their energy 
absorbers keep fall arrest forces and deceleration distances within the 
limitations set by ANSI. Meets ANSI Z359.13 and ASTM F887. 
310 lb capacity. 6'. Black.
Part No Description
10118737MSA Thermatek Lanyard, Single Leg
10118738MSA Thermatek Lanyard, Twin Leg

10118737MSA


